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1. 
ABSTRACT 
An apparatus which was developed to measure the Joule-Thomson coeffi-
cients at low pressure was initially used by Fries (1). Fries in his work 
with carbon dioxide found a strong dependence of the Joule-Thomson coeffi-
cient with the flow rate of the gas. The pressure dropping cell of the appa-
ratus was completely rebuilt and used in this experimental work, where 
a8ain the Joule-Thomson coefficient was determined for carbon dioxide at 
pressure close to atmospheric over the range of temperature from 40 °c to 
85 °cat 5 CC intervals and particular attention was given to the possible 
effect of the gas flow rate, 
The experimental Joule-Thorn,on coefficients obtained were compared 
with the predicted values from the virial equation of state, and also with 
the experimental data reported. by .F'ries, Roebuck, Burnett, and r,achels, 
. ',l 
-,!,. 
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INTRODUCTION 
'J'he Joule-Thomson coefficient is defined as the partial derivative of 
temperature with respect to pressure at constant enthalpy, In a flow situa-
tion throug a porous plug or.a valve constant enthalpy requires that the 
flow be adiabatic, that is, no exchange of heat between fluid and environ-
ment is permitted. The flow across the plug can be expressed by the follo-
wing energy balance. See Figure 1. 
where U is the internal energy per unit mass of fluid, PY is the external 
energy, and K is the kinetic 0nergy due to fluid velocity, The subscript 1 
represents fluid entering the plug and 2 the fluid leaving. If K
1 
and 
K2 are essentially equal the equation reduces the u1+P1v1.==u2+P2v2 which 
is just H1:: H2, or constant enthalpy across the plug. The essential factor 
in ~aintaining this condition is the assurance of goo:l insulation that will 
eliminate the interch2.n5e of energy between fluid and environment, and the 
elimination of kinetic energy effects. 
Some applications of Joule-Thomson coefficient measurements include 
the follo;.ring: 1)determination of eas-liq_uifaction efficiencies, 2) measu-
rements of enthalpy as a function of pressure, .3) measurements of heat ca-
pacity as a function of pressure, 4-) evaluation of molecular attractive for-
ces, 5) establishment the ice point temperature on the Kelvin Scale, and 
6) checks on the reliability of high-pressure gaseous data of state (.3), 
The purpose of this work is to measure Joule~Thomson coefficients at low· 
pressures, near one atmo~phrre. 
\ 
·' 
·'. 
I 
I ,, 
J. 
Most of the work done on measuring Joule-Thomson coefficients has been 
done at high pressures, often the lowest pressure being above three atmosphe-
res, The procedure followed in such experiments would be to establish·a high 
pressure, constant~temperature, inlet condition to the throttling valve or 
porous plug and then to read temperature and pressure at low-pressure side 
for various increments of pressure, A plot is then made of T vs. P, the 
initial point being the inlet condition, and subsequent points the downstream 
conditions, Due to the design of the valve or plug the curve developed will 
be isenthalpic, These points have a best-fit curve run through them whose 
slope then would be ( ~ )H,or the Joule-Thomson coefficient, This pro-~ r 
. 
cedure is fine but the area below the lowest pressure must be an extrapola-
tion of the curve fit, and the Joule-Thomson coefficient a slope of an ex-
trapolated line, It is in this area that a low-pressure apparatus would best 
complement the hiGh-pressure systems because of its more direct measurement 
of Joule-Thomson coefficient, This direct measurement is actually the Joule-
Thomson effect, but because it is over a relatively small t:,p and .6T it 
can be taken for the Joule-Thomson coefficient with little error, 
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A Original Joule-Thomson 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The Joule-Thomson effect has been of interest for a long time dating 
back to the years from 1852 to 1862 when J.P. Joule and W, Thomson carried 
out their classic experiments on the temperature effects accompanying the 
free expansion of gases, Although the materials and construction of their 
first apparatus were relatively crude, the basic design, as simple as it 
is, is essentially the same as is used today, This apparatus is best descri-
bed. in Joule and Thomson's paper of September, 1852, 
"A piece of brass piping, "a", was soldered to the termination of the 
leaden spiral, and a bit of calf-skin leather, "b" having been tightly bound 
over its end, It was found that the natural pores of the leather were suffi-
cient to allow of a uniform and conveniently rapid flow of air from the re-
ceiver, By protecting the end over which the leather diaphragm was bound 
with a piece of vulcanized India-rubber tube "c", the former could be iDL':ler-
sed to a depth of about two inches in the ba. th of water, A small thermometer, 
having a spherical bulb one sixth of an inch in diameter was placed within 
the India rubber tube, the bulb being allowed to rest on the central part of 
the diaphragm",(4) Air was the gas measured and was circulated by a pump 
workinG at a uniform rate, This apparatus is pictured. in }'igure 2, 
Since Joule and Thorns on' s experiments, there have been four basic types 
of apparatus used to measure the Joule-Thomson effect. 'Throttling valve, 
porous plug with axial flow, porous plug with radial flow; and the iso -
thermal method, 
6, 
The early work was done with throttling, either through a needle valve 
or orifice, but with little reproducability. The lack of reproducability was 
attributed. to Kinetic-Jet effect due to the high-velocity gas stream which 
contributed to heat leak and errors in the downstream temperature measurement. 
Work was essentially discontinued with the throttling procedure, and 
the axial-flow porous plug was put into popular use, This plug was a solid 
cylinder with capillary pores parallel to its axis, It had the disadvantage 
of requiring very large pressure drops to force gas through it and many of 
these early plugs were contained. in metal casing which contributed greatly 
to heat leak (J). 
The intrc<luction of the radial-flow porous plug is attributed to Reg-
nault, but it was fully developed by Roebuck and Burnett(5) in 1910, The 
6as approaches and surrounds a thin walled thimble of a suitable nonconduc-
ting porous material, like porcelain,expands through it as its rounded end 
and sides, and exits through the open end, The temperature sensing element 
fits inside the porous thimble (2), This design allows better flow and less 
heat leak than the axial plu&, 
The isothermal methcxi is similar to the throttling method but heat is 
added to the cool downstream side just balancing the Joule-Thomson cooling. 
This heat is added electrically and can be measured with precision, With 
knowledge of heat added, amount of gas passed through the valve, and heat 
capacity of the low-pressure gas, the Joule-Thomson temperature drop can be 
calculated (J), 
··-: .::, .. - ',;...',' 
"";:~ . ...:· ,~ . .._.,- ~~ .·~.,-'-.~·~ .· ,:·.~ · .. ,.• r',.--~'.-...:...,•.,-:,. ,· 
7, 
More recently the use of a throttling valve has returned to popularity, 
Modifications of the valve have eliminated the Kinetic-Jet effect found in 
early work and reprod.ucable results are being obtained that compare well 
with those of porous plugs, 
In 1969 a Joule-Thomson apparatus where the measurements·can be made 
below one atmosphere was done by Nr, Eric E, tlall and Mr, James R. Walton 
two Senior Students. at Lehigh University, and used the first time by Fries(1), 
The same apparatus was used by the present author with the only modifications 
of the difference temperatu:re measurements which were made with thermopiles 
connected in a differential way, and the pressure dropping cell completely 
rebuilt, 
AP.PAR AT US 
'Ihe experimental apparatus used in this work have.been covere4 in great 
details by Fries (1) ~nd it is shown in Figure J, 'Ihe apparatus is equipped. 
to provide measurements of Joule-'Ihomson coefficients by means of an isen-
thalpic expansion with a teflon plug situated within a glass pressure-drop-
ping cell which is shown in Figures 5 and 4 respectively, 
One modification tothe apparatus during this investigation was the re-
placement of the thermopiles, broken during the course of this work. 'Ihe 
thermopiles were replaced by differential therwopiles made by Scientific 
Prod.ucts Corporation, They are used for the illeasurement of the difference 
of temperature across the plug, They were identical thirty junctions diffe-
rentially connected. whose wires are made out of chromel-constantan in series 
with a chromel-constantan plug, Each junction was insulated from the other 
by a thin coating of a mixture of polyurethane and teflon in suspension, 
'Ihe thirty pairs of wires are enclosed in a polyethylene sheath for pro-
tection 2.gainst breaks, The sheath, was sealed at each end to avoid circu-
lation of the gas within the polyethylene sheath, 'I'he sealing agent was 
a clear silicone rubber caulking compound, 
A simple chromel-constantan thermocouple was also include together 
with the differential thermopiles to measure the temperature of the gas be-
fore the plug, This thermocouple and the differential thermopiles are shown 
in Figure 6, 
'Ihe use of the differential thermopiles and the use of the rebuilt 
pressure~opping cell were the only modifications to the apparatus during. 
this experimental work. 
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KEY TO FIGURE J 
A-Absolute I~nometer 
B-Differential Manometer 
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C-Vacuum Pump 
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r.:-Cooling Coils 
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Q-'I'e:i'irJerature Probe from Bayley Controller 
R-Dewar Flask for Ice Junction 
S-Rubher Seal 
T-Rotary Selector Switch 
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PROCEDtJRE 
First the pressure-dropping cell was assembled and placed ·:nto the 
system. The oil bath was then jacked around the cell and the mixer was 
turned on high speed, The following steps were then carried outa 
1. The Bayley controller was set to the approximate temperature desi-
red and turned on. 
2. The bath was allowed to reach constant temperature at which point 
the fine temperature adjustment could be used to come closer to the 
desired temperature, At near ambient temperature water was needed 
through the cooling coils to keep the controller putting out 10% 
to 40% of its maximum heat all the time (This is the controllers 
most sensitive ra:-ie;e). 
J. Vacuum pump was tu1'ned on, The needle valve and valve to the atmos-
phere were closed all the way. Valve to the vacuUiil pUT:lp ,;as opened 
a little, 
4. The c&.rbon dioxide cylinder was openi:rl and the regulator adjusted 
to about 40 psig outlet pressure, Tne neExlle valve was then opened 
slowly and the valve to the vacuum pump 'ha.s operated such that the 
vacuum prc<luced at the downstream side was almost equal t.o the 
pressure drop, i.e., the upstream pressure was close to one atmos-
phere, so in this way the pressure dropping cell would not be pre-
ssttrized and the ball joints would not slip open, This was done until 
the desired lower flow rate was reached. 
5. About three hours rrere allowed for steady state to be attained, This 
time was varied depending upon what temperature was taken. At thi~ 
time the upstream tempera-tw:·e, temperature difference and pressur·e 
·' .h 
;· 
j 
f 
l 
l 
I 
'I 
:1 
I 
1 
across the plug, flow rate were monitored at 5 minute intervals un-
til four succesive readings were identical, This was the indication 
of steady state and the completion of a point. 
6, .The needle valve was opened slowly and the valve to the vacuum pump 
was slowly opened such that the vacuum in the downstream side was 
close to the pressure drop across the plug, until a new desired 
flow rate was read in the rotameter. This procedure was continued 
I 
until the point at the higher flow rate was completed, This was 11,4 
SCFH because the vacuum pump started to smoke at flow rates greater 
than that, Simultaneously the needle valve and the valve to the va-
cuum pump were closed slowly. This was continued until a small flow 
rate was attained, then the valve to the atmosphere was opened, the 
valve to the vacuum pump was closed, The gas cylinder and the nee-
dle valve were closed while a new temperature was set on the Bay-
ley controller and the entire :rrocedure was repeated, 
7, Sh\,ltting down was a simple matter of switching off the Bayley con-
troller, the ·mixer, the galvanometer, the heating tape, and closing 
the cooling water if it i;as in use, 
TABLE I 
SAI'1PLE OF RAW EXPERIMENTAL DATA AT 4o0c 
Bayley setting, 9,165:0 cooling water: 50 ml,/min. approx, 
Time Thermocouple 1 Thermocouple 2 b. T AP1 .lP2 Flow rate 
(mv) (mv) (mv) (mmHg) (nunHg) (mm Scale) 
12:50 2.410 1.600 0.115 49 
-51 10.16 
12:55 2.410 1.600 0.115 49 -51 
1:00 2.410 1.600 0.115 49 
-51 
1:05 2.410 1.600 0.115 49 
-51 
Avg: 2.410 1.600 0.115 49 -51 
Temp. 0c 39,825 39,826 0,062 
1:50 2.410 1.600 0.212 92 - 91 12,7 
1:55 2.410 1.600 0.212 92 - 91 
2:00 2.410 1.600 0.212 92 
- 91 
2:05 2.410 1,600 0.212 92 - 91 
Avg: 2.410 1.600 0.212 92 
- 91 
Temp. 0c 39,825 39,826 0.114 
16. 
',.; 
II"' 
)' ' ~ 
,, ',."11. 
: 'i" 
TABLE II : 
l !' 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
' 
Upstream Temperature Pressure Drop Inverse Joule-Thomson 
'.l'empera ture Difference across plug Flow rate Coefficient 
across plug 
1/F(SCFH)-l cl]jATM T1oC .6 T 0c t.P1 nun Hg u 
39,825 0.062 49 0,278 0.959 39,825 0,114 92 0,238 0.942 39.825 0.176 143 0.161 0,944 ! 39.825 0.242 194 0.115 0,9.50 
I .; 39.82.5 0.332 260 0.088 0,971 
4.5,749 0.074 62 0.278 0.908 45.749 0.119 101 o. 2J8 0.896 45,749 0.190 166 0.161 0.872 45.749 0.251 217 0.11.5 0.880 45,749 0,337 287 0,088 0,893 
50.023 0.069 60 0,278 0.871 
' 
50.023 0.118 106 0.238 0.846 J 50.023 0.188 168 0.161 0.850 J l .50.023 0.266 230 0 .11.5 0.878 
l 50.023 0.339 291 0.088 0.884 
5.5.054 0.057 55 0.278 0.792 
.55,054 0.117 112 o. 238 0,795 55,054 0,19.5 182 0,161 0.816 
~ 55.054 0,283 256 0.11.5 o.84o 55,054 0.362 537 0.088 o.841 
59.46.5 0.056 .56 0,278 0.7.56 
.59,465 0.117 115 0.2J8 0.774 
.59.46.5 0.193 189 0.161 0,775 59,465 0.286 273 0.11.5 0.797 59,465 0.367 325 0.088 0,854 ' ! 
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TABLE II 
'!-~ 
~ .. i 
(CONTINUED) 
Upstream Temperature Pressure Drop Inverse Joule-Thomson Temperature Difference across plug Flow rate Coefficient 
l T1 °c across plug 1/F(SCFH)-1 u oC/ATI-i ,·,. llT oC t1P1mm Hg ,, 1 .''\ .i l 64.796 0,060 65 0,278 0.702 64.796 0.103 104 0.238 0.750 I 64,796 0.193 194 0.161 0.757 ·1 j 64,796 0.282 282 0.115 0,760 j 64,796 0,367 363 0,088 0,768 
70,267 0,059 67 0,278 0,675 70.267 0,098 110 0.238 0,680 70,267 0.203 215 0.161 0.716 70,267 0,281 292 0.115 0,731 70,267 0,352 365 0,088 0,734 
7.5,103 0,0.54 62 0,278 0,662 7.5,103 0.106 119 0,238 0,677 75,103 0, 194 211 0,161 0,700 7.5,103 0.269 297 0.115 0,688 7.5,103 0.351 383 0.088 0,697 
79.809 0.051 58 0,278 0.662 79,809 0.113 131 0.2J8 0,656 79,809 0, 183 209 0,161 0,665 79.809 0,265 301 0.115 0,669 79,809 0,341 387 0.088 0.669 
85,282 0,060 74 0,278 0.613 85,282 0.102 120 0,238 o,646 85.282 0,191 222 0,161 0.652 85,282 0,2.54 297 0.115 0,649 8_5.282 O.J4J 383 0,088 o.681 
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TABLE III 
JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIENT vs I TEMPERAWRE 
AT ONE ATMCEPHERE 
Roebuck, (7) 
~lichels and Groot!6) Burnett,(2) 
roe uoCLATM T°C urY::.LATM TOK uoCLATM 
JO 1.0265 31.04 0,977 315 0,9985 40 0.9575 40 0.944 320 0.9665 50 0.8950 50 0.900 325 0,9375 60 o. 8375 75 0.780 330 0.9095 70 0.7855 100 0.667 340 0.8595 80 0.7350 350 0,81.50 90 0.6900 360 0.77.50 100 0,6490 370 0.733.5 
T oc u 0c/ATM 
---
This work Fries (1) Calculated 
40 0,962 1.034 1.026 
4.5 0.876 0,993 0,985 50 0,871 0,952 0,945 
.55 0,867 0.923 0,909 60 o.811 0.901 0,874 65 0.779 o.849 o.842 70 0,758 0.8)2 o.s11 
75 0,714 0.802 0,782 80 o.674 0,757 0.755 85 o,654 0,723 0.729 90 0.725 0,704 
95 o.681 100 0.658 
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DISCUSSION OF R.ESUL'IS 
The raw data obtained from this apparatus were two EMF readings repre-
senting temperature of the gas before the plug and temperature difference 
across the plug, a differential pressure reading in mm Hg, and a flow meter 
reading in mm on a rotameter, The EI1F' s were converted to CC, The P was con-
verted from mm Hg to atmospheres and flow rate in mm was transformed into 
SCFH, A typical set of raw data is shown in Table I. A compila.tion of the 
all experimental data is found in Table II with their corresponding values 
of the Joule-Thomson coefficients, A sample of calculations is shown in 
Appendix A, 
For each temperature there were run 5 different flow rates, the lowest 
one 3,6 SCFH and the highest one 11.4 SCFH, A Joule-Thomson coefficient 
was calculated for each flow rate and they were plotted vs, the inverse 
flow rate, The lowest flow rate is not indicated in the figures because of 
the difficulty of choosing an adequate scale to make the figure if that 
point is included, These graphs are shown from Figure 7 to Figure 16, The 
maximum error of the individual points have been indicated by errorbars in 
those fie;ures, They were were calculated with the expression which is found 
in Appendix B. They are also shown in Table Bi. These errors were estimated 
assuming a maximum error in the temperature difference across the plug of 
5 microvolts and a maximum error of 1 mm Hg for the differential pressure, 
A least square line was fit through the experimental values of Joule-Thomson 
coefficient and was extrapolated to zero on the inverse flow rate scale, 
This intercept should occur at.the true Joule-Thomson coefficient for the 
temperature of interest, In those figures also are shown the values reported 
- -·'·"·~ ,~'-,•,1\ - ,., ' '-- · r.,l,·,..-. ,·:' ,, ,, 
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by Fries (1) which are found in Appendix c, Table C1, and the calculated. 
.values from the Virial Equation of State, A programm to calculate these is 
found in Appendix G. 
From Figure 7 to Figure 16, it can be seen that there is a high diffe-
rence between the experimental points reported. by Fries and the values re-
ported in this work, These data are about 20 to 50% higher than Fries values, 
Furthermore the range of flow rate used for each temperature was higher in 
this work and the slope of the lines are small (about 1700% lower than the 
slope of the lines reported by Fries) as can be observed from the values 
which are shown in Table IV, Hori ever it should be mentioned that the glass 
pressure droppinc cell was checked out after Fries finished his work, and 
it wa.s found that its inner evacuated chamber was broken, This possibly was 
the cause of the chaotic rnsults reported by .F'ries, 
In FiL:,rure 17 and Fiture 18 2.re shown the values reported in this work 
comr,ared with the values predicted by the virial 8quation of state using 
Piber and Curl correlations (10) and those of rrausnitz and Chueh (11) for 
B(T) and C(T), Also shown are the data reported by Burnett(2), Roebuck(?) 
and J·ii.chels(6), An avera{!,e deviation of -8,4% of the values reported is 
o'bscrvcd with rc,spect to the :predicted values, with respect to Hoe buck's 
data an averac;e deviation of -2% is observed from 40 °c to 70 °c and an 
individual deviation of -9% at 80 CC, The values reported in this work ha-
ve an averaee deviation of -10, 6% with respect to the Burnett data and ha-
ve a minimum deviation of -1.9% at 40 °c and a deviation of -9,0% ar 75 Cc, 
So the reported values in this work are a 11 ttle lower than the predicted. 
values and the data found in the literature, The cause of the lower values 
of the Joule-Thomson coefficients could be the possible contamination of 
' ; I 
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( 
the·gas in the line between the gas cylinder and the pressure-dropping cell, 
perhaps because of leakage in the needle valve qr the valve which is situa-
ted near the gas cylinder and --sed to purge the system in emergency cases, 
'Ibis assumption of the writer is based in the experience that he had after 
the collection of experimental data was finished and he tried to find the 
possible accidental conditions of the system which could have an effect on 
the experimental values reported in this work, In one opportunity he made 
a vacuum of about 100 mm Hg in the downstream side of the system and this 
disappeared immediately after the valve to the vacuum pump was closed, This 
was an indication of possible leaks in the line of the &a,s by which atmos-
pheric air could be intrcxluced in the system and the experimental gas would 
be contaminated, 
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SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF u VS 1/F 
.. 
' 
T0c Slope_ (T.rue u) 
-
Intercept 
This Work Fries (1) This Work Fries (1) 
40 
-0.0515 
-5,0517 0,962 1,034 
45 
-l-0, 0970 
-4,9881 0,876 0,993 
' :1 50 
-0,0495 
-4,7102 0,871 0,952 
55 -0,2858 
-4,8876 0,867 0,923 
60 
-0,1690 
-4,9588 0,811 0,901 
65 
-0,1415 
-4,5966 0.779 0,849 
70 
-0.2551 
-4,5347 0,758 0,832 
·.i 75 -0,1660 
-4,4420 0,714 0,802 
i 
-0.0563 .J+.1656 0,674 :! 80 0,757 i 
.: -~ 
', 
J 
85 -0,0299 
-3.9390 0,654 0,723 
90 
-4,4529 0,725 
r .. 
CONCWSIONS 
The most basic conclusion to be drawn is that the apparatus used in 
this work in its basic design could be used to measure Joule-Thomson coe-
fficients in one reading and can be operated at moderated flow rate, This 
is supported by the experimental data reported in this work where there is 
only a small, generally insignificant, variations with the flow rate, 
The values reported in this work are a little lower than the predicted 
values from the virial equation of state and the data found in the literature, 
The possibility of contamination of the experimental gas with atmosphe-
ric air throuehout its path as consequence of the presence of leaks prima-
rily in the valves of the system exists, The presence of this contamination 
could be the cause of the differe,1ce between the values reported in this 
work and the data found in the literature, 
··., .,_ .. 
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SAMPLE OF CALCULATIONS 
Experimental Da:'"a 1 
Calculations: 
Thermocouple 11 2.410 mv. 
Thermocouple 2: 1.600 mv. 
Flow rate 10.16 mm Scale 
Temperature difference: 0.115 mv. 
Pressure drop across plug: 49 mm Hg 
34. 
1, With the equation of Thermocouple 1 (from calibration) it is found that 
the Upstream temperature T1 ;= 39,825 °c. 
2, With the equation of Thermocouple 2 (from calibration) it is found that 
the bath temperature Tb ::: 39, 826 °c , 
The two previous temperatures did not enter into the calculation of the 
Joule-Thomson coefficient. They were only a general indication of when 
the bath and the gas entering to the plug had reached the correct tempe-
ature, T1 is used only as reference to report the value of the Joule-
Thomson coefficient. 
J, From the calibration graph of the rotameter supplied by the maker it 
is found that 19.16 mm, corresponds to a flow rate of J.6 SCFH, 
4. Calculation of the Temperature Difference across the plugs 
a,-Because the Differential thermopiles have JO junctions, the E.M.F. 
for each junction is 3~·3~~c~rons = 0,00J8JJ mv/ junction 
... ·"·-\-~·;·:--·.,-,;~·· .... ~-~;~.' 
35, 
b,-From the NBS table for Chromel-Constantan (the differential thermop1-
piles were made with those materials) it is found t.hat the variation 
of EMF with respect to temperature at T1 =39,825 °c isa 
~EMF 
6 T = 0.062 mv/ oC 
which is constant in the range from J8°C to 42 oC 
5, So the Difference of Temperature in °c becomes a 
6 T : 0.00383 mv = 0•062 oc 0,062 mv/~ 
6, Finally, the Joule-Thomson coefficient is 
_ ti. T _ 0, 062 °c 
u - ll.Pl - 49 rnmHg 760 mmHg o / x 1 Atm = 0,959 c Atm. 
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ERROR IN JOlJLE-THQl,:SON COEFFICIENT 
The error in Joule-Thomson coefficient is calculated making use of 
the following expressions: 
If Z=f(x,y) , one recognizes that 
This can be approximated by 
For the case of t.he Joule-Thomson coefficient these equations become 
u = f ( T, P) ::= ( ti T/ ll P) H 
then the 6 u becomes 
;i 
J8. 
TABLE :B1 
ERRORS IN JOOLE-'l'HOMSON COEFFICIENT 
T°C LJTCC ,6P, mm Hg u CC/ATM ±"t.UoC/ATM 
40 0.062 49 0, 959. 0,061 40 0.114 92 0,942 0,032 40 0.176 143 0,944 0,021 40 0,242 194 0,950 0.015 40 0,332 260 0,971 0,012 
45 0,074 62 0,908 0,047 
45 0, 119 101 0,896 0,029 
45 0,190 166 0,872 0.025 45 0,251 217 0,880 0,013 
45 0,337 287 0,893 0.010 
50 0.069 60 0,871 0,048 
50 0,118 106 0. 8'+6 0.027 50 0,188 168 0,850 0.017 50 0.266 230 0,878 0.013 50 0,339 291 0,884 0,010 
55 0,057 55 0,792 0.050 
55 0, 117 112 0,795 0.025 
55 0.195 182 0,816 0.015 
55 0,283 256 0,840 0,011 
55 0,362 327 0,841 0,009 
60 0,056 56 0,756 0, OL1-9 I 60 0, 117 115 0,774 0,024 l 
' 60 0,193 189 0,775 0.015 l 
:J 
60 0.286 273 0,797 0,010 
60 0,367 325 0,854 0.009 ·'• 
65 0,060 65 0,702 0,041 
65 0.103 104 0,750 0.026 
65 0.193 194 0.757 0.014 
., 65 0,282 282 0,760 0.010 ,. 
0,367 363 0,768 
·:t, 
:'"-;' 65 0.007 ~ f; 
ff ~. : f 
. ·'·., ·:•; ~-.--~·-- ····---··----- '• ·- •' ;·,:.~ ' - ,:;_. -· -·· -· 
39, 
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TABLE B1 L ,. ( CU~TINUED) r.,, I 
t; !I 
,·. 
ToC b. ToC 6,P, mm Hg u oC/Anl + b, u '0c/ATM 
. 
70 0,059 67 0,675 0,039 70 0,098 110 0,680 0,024 
70 0,203 215 0,716 0.012 
70 0,281 292 0,731 0,009 
70 0,352 365 0,734 0.007 
75 0,0.54 62 0.662 0,042 
75 0, 106 119 0,677 0,022 
75 o. 194 211 0,700 0,012 
75 0.269 297 0,688 0,009 
75 0,351 383 o.697 0.007 
80 0.051 58 0.662 0,044 
80 o. 113 131 0,656 0.020 
80 0, 183 209 0,665 0.012 
80 0.265 301 0.669 0,009 
80 0,341 J87 0,669 0.007 
85 0,060 74 0,613 0,034 
85 0.102 120 o.646 0,021 
85 0,191 222 0,652 0,011 
85 0,2.54 297 0,649 0,009 
85 0,343 J83 o.681 0,007 
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TABLE C1 
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OBTAINED BY FRIES FOR C~ 
Upstream Temp Downstream Temp Pressure Drop Inverse Joule-Thomson 
across plug Flow rate Coefficient 
T 1oC T 2oC P mm Hg 1/F(SCFHt1 u 0c/ATM 
40.7696 40.5955 200.4 0.0747 0.660 
40. 7611 40.5282 250.4 0.0640 0.707 
40.7504 40.4549 300.0 0.0559 0.749 
40.7387 40.3763 352.2 0,0500 0.782 
40.7359 40.3094 402,8 0.0459 0.805 
1~-5. 2448 45.0913 198.4 0.0820 0.588 
45.2379 45.0297 247.4 0.07025 o.64o 
45.2278 44.9579 300.8 0.0603 0.682 
45.2172 44.8846. 349.7 0.0541 0,724 
45.2102 44.8150 399.6 0.0495 0.752 
50.0709 49,9269 ·197.5 0,0840 0.555 
50.0572 49.8557 248. 9 0.0720 0.615 
50.0482 49.7861 302,4 0.0625 0,658 
50.0441 49,7281 350.3 0,0562 0.685 
50.0361 49.6564 405.63 0.0513 o. 711 
:1 55.18ll4 55.0608 196,57 0.0909 o.478 j 'I ! 55.1754 54, 99~·9 251.2 0.0720 0,546 
55.1703 54,9337 301,8 0,0676 0,596 
j 55.1593 54.8663 354.4 0.0603 0.628 ·1 ,, 
5.5.1536 5'+. 8067 399.9 0,0535 0.660 
60.5453 60,4280 202.4 0,0930 o.441 
60.5324 60,3668 2.51. 2 0.0800 0.501 
60,.5123 60.2911 30.5.1 0.0710 0.550 
60,.5029 60,231.5 353,1 0.0637 0,.584 
60.493.5 60.1683 403,9 0.0582 0,613 
' 
11 
·,1 
; 
. I l~· ·1 
·i; i 
' I 
6.5,6789 " 6.5,7891 203.0 0,0953 o.413 !\ 
6.5.7803 6.5,6285 249,2 0,0833 0,463. 
6.5,7674 65,.5638 302.0 0.0736 0,.512 
6.5,7.572 -~5 • .5077 350.1 0.0672 0 • .541 
6.5,7.506 6.5,4.516 :>99,8 0.0610 0,.569 
~~ . 
~; 
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T1 oC 
70.6J43 
70,6246 
70,6092 
70,6010 
70,5913 
75,9149 
75,9017 
75,8885 
75,8798 
75,8691 
80,7855 
80,7714 
80,7623 
80,7461 
80,7345 
84,7968 
84,7867 
84,7722 
84,7570 
. 84. 7424 
90,6486 
90,6411 
90,6311 
90,6111 
90,6011 
T2 oC 
70,5347 
70,4836 
70,4141 
70,3625 
70.3082 
75,8215 
75,7680 
75,7056 
75,6542 
75,6013 
80,6978 
80,6446 
80.5935 
80,5378 
80,4852 
84. 7133 
84,6674 
84,6124 
84,5560 
84,5035 
90,5804 
90,5418 
90,4851 
90,4300 
90,3804 
TABLE C1 
(CONTINUED) 
P mm Hg 1/F(SCFH)-1 u 0c/ATM 
197.5 0.1000 0,383 
249,4 0.08625 0,430 
303,7 0.0764 0,489 
J49,4 0.06998 0.520 
399.1 0,0640 0,539 
202.4 0.1063 0,350 
250.7 0,0885 0,405 
303.0 0,0782 0,459 
351.9 0,0720 0,487 
402,4 0.0654 0.506 
198,9 0,1088 0,335 
252.1 0,0893 0,382 
301.4 0,0807 0,426 
350,7 0,0725 0,452 
398.8 0,0676 0,475 
199,8 0.1110 0,318 
249,4 0,0909 0,364 
301.7 0,0813 0,403 
351.1 0.0735 0,435 
399,1 0,0676 0,455 
198,2 0.1123 0.262 
248.8 0.0935 0.303 
301.3 0.0827 0,369 
352,5 0,0741 0,391 
402,8 0,0690 0,416 
": .•. '' ~ i--: •. 
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THERMOCOOPLE CALIBRATION 
Two thermocouples were used in this worka 
Thermocouple 1, made of Chromel-Constantan was used to measure the 
temperature of the gas before the plug, 
Thermocouple 2, made of Copper-Constantan was used to measure the tem-
perature of the oil bath, 
The two thermocouples were calibrated by comparison with a Pt resistance 
thermometer certified by the national Bureau of Standards, The data obtai-
ned are shown in Tables D1 and D2 respectively, They were fitted by a fifth 
order polynomial which became 1 
For Thermocouple 1, 
T.c - Tt: 0,2471x103+ O,JJ42x103 E - 0,1769x10J E2+ 
+0,4586x102 EY - o.5S42x101E4 +0,29.30x10° El 
For Thermocouple 2, 
Tr - Tt : 0, 1589x101 + 0,2J01x102 E + 0, 1J97x101 E2 -
-0, 7JJ9x10°~ + 0.1J51x10° E4 - o. 9J1.5x10-2EY 
The accuracies of the two thermocouples ere not very important in this 
work because they did not enter into the calculation of the Joule-Thomson 
coefficient, 
The Differential Thermopile was not calibrated., however its Emf's rea-
dings were related to t~mperature by means of the NBS tabie for Chromel-
Constantan (materials from which it was made) taking the rate of variation 
of Emf with respect to temperature ~t the temperature T1 of the gas before 
' 1' 
'; 
the plug,i,e,, ( J E/ d T)Ti• this was constant at least in one microvolt 
in a range· ·of- 10 CC at ea.ch temperature that was obtained in this wprk, 
in consequence linear interpolation was used at each T1 to get Tin((!, 
TABLE D1 
Thermocouple 1 Calibration 
Ratio of Resistence 'Irue EMF (mv) Temp, from Tr-Tt 
to Resistance at ooc TemE, CC NBS Ta.bleoC cc 
1.1578 39,832478 2.413 40.000688 -0.168210 
1.1806 45,626819 2,734 45,124664 -i-0,502155 
1.1976 49,928208 3,048 50.096997 -0.168789 
1. 2170 
.54,898217 3,364 55,064274 -0.166057 
1.2361 59,773441 3,675 59,918431 -0.144990 
1.2562 64, 911602 4,013 65.155828 -0.244226 
1.2770 70,237045 4,359 70,476515 -0.239470 
1.2963 75,186064 4.685 75,453191 -0.267127 
1.3155 80,116756 5,004 80.291358 -0.174602 
1.3345 85.003300 5,325 85.133033 -0,129733 
TABLE D2 
Thermocouple 2 Calibration 
Ratio of Resistence True EMF (mv) Temp, from Tr-Tt 
to Resistence at o0c TemE, oC NBS Table0c oC 
-
1.1578 J9,8J2478 1.600 39,764652 0·;067826 
1.1806 45,626819 1.841 45,626900 
-0.000081 
1.1976 49.928208 2,020 49,658384 0.269824 
1.2170 .54,898217 2,237 .54.700918 0,197299 
1.2361 59,773441 2,445 59,488881 0.284560 
1.2562 64. 911602 2,6.54 64,256134 o.65.5468 
1.2770 70,237045 2,906 69,948853 0.288192 
1.2963 75,186064 3.120 74,738800 0,447264 
1.3155 80.116756 3,Yn 79,778492 0,338264 
1.3345 85,003300 3,570 84,690581 0,312719 
Tr : True temperature 
Tt : Temperature from NBS table 
46. 
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DERIVATION OF JOULE-THOMSON COEFFICIE.iiT FROM THE VIRIAL EQUATION OF STATE 
In order to find the Joule-Thomson coefficient as a function ~-,f tempe-
rature at constant pressure one must choose a suitable equation of state 
.to describe the non idealities of the system, In this development the vi-
rial equation of state was used in conjunction with the correlations of 
Pitzer and Curl (10) , 
The Joule-Thomson coefficient is defined as (o T/;)P)Hwhich can be 
e>:panded to : u :: ( ~ T/0P)H -= ( o T/a H)p ( o HhP)T 
F'rom this one recognizes that ( cl T/ a H)p = 1/Cp 
Therefore u = ( 1/Cp ) ( a H/}P)T • One can c:XJ)ress dH-= 'l'd.S t- Vd.P 
and ( o H/'2i P~.: T( ?,s/ d P)T + V( o P/JP) T , Cne of the J.'.axwell 
relations says I Ca s/ 0 P)T = - ( o V / tJ P)p thGref ore 
("~H/~P)T= -T(oV/(lT)p+V and 
1. u::(1/Cp) (-V+T(oV/(JT)p) 
1be virial equation of state appears as follows after truncation after the 
third virial coefficient1 
It can also be represented as a series in pressure 
2, !~-: 1+B'(T)P+C'(T)P2 
where B is related to B' and C to C' by the following equati.ons 
J, B': B/RT 
4, C':: (C-B2)/(RT) 2 
.. ,, : 
1
, i, I 1 
I•, I 
, 'I 
1 ! 
t ·1 I t 
I ;" 
I 
, I 
' i 
: I 
I ' I 
i'i ' 1· \:' . 
:r: i 1·. j: . J!, .. I 
t7/ i' \ i~: _. 
Solving equation· 2,for V and oubstituting equations 3, and 
.. 
' 
Differentiating with respect to Tat constant P yields: 
6, ca V/-aT)p :: ..!...+ dB _ PC + _!_ dC + PB2 _ ~ dB 
P dT RT2 R T dT RT2 RT dT 
4, we get 
substituting 5, and 6, into Equation 1., combining like terms and 
factoring one is left with: 
7, uCp: -B + T(W+L ( -2c+ 2B2 + T (dC) - 2TB(dB) ) RT dT dT 
The problem now remains to obtain expressions for B(T), C(T), and their 
derivatives, The Pitzer and Curl correlations meet this need. The correlation 
for the second virial coefficient is: 
8, BPc 
RTc 0,1445 - 0,330 (~
0 ) -0,1385 (~0 ) 2 - 0,0121 ( ~c)3+ 
Differentiating this ~xpression with respect to T we get 
dB ..!.£_ - 0 330 Tc + 0 2770 dT RTc - • T2 ' 
2 3 
Tc t 0,0363 ~ + 
T3 'r 
f 6 Tc . Tc
2 
+uJ l-0,4 T2 + 1.0 ~ + 0,291 
Pc and Tc are the critical pressure and temperature respectively, '.1-·: is the 
acentric factor, 
' 
I 
f 
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The Prausnitz and Chueh correlation for the third virial coeff1cient{11) 
is the following: 
and 
-
9, _g__ ~ S o.232 Tco.25 + o.468(...1£_)5~{1 - e(t-1.89( ~c)2)l + 
vc2 l To.25 T J 5 
+ dExp -(2.49 - 2.JO ~c + 2. 70 ( ~c) 2) 
~i ~2 - ( 0.232 ( ~c) 0•2,5+. o.468( ~c)5)(J,78 _!._ Exp(1 - 1.89(-1._ )2 Ve Tc2 Tc 
d( 2.30 
Tc 
Tc5 
- 2.)40 ~ ) 
T 
- 5,4 T:2 ) Exp -(2.49 - 2.JO ic + 2. 70( ~c) 2 
where Ve is the critical volume, and dis a correlating parameter. 
These equations were programmed., and u's were calculated. for the tempera-
ture range of 40 ~ to 100 De at 5 oC intervals at the pressure of 1 atm. 
Th.e programm for these calculations is shown in Appendix G. 
.. 
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PROPERTIES FOR THE CARBON DIOXIDE 
From Prausnitz (16) : 
Pc= critical pressure= 72,86 atm. 
Tc= critical temperature-=- J04.17 °K 
Vc=critical volwne:: 0,o94 lt./gmole 
From Prausnitz (12): 
UJ ::. acentric factor:: O. 225 
d :: correlating parameter for _ 4,, 25 third virial coefficient -
From Perry (13): 
at 1 atm. Cp:: 10,34 + 2,74x10-J(T) - 1.995x105 
where Cp-= specific heat in cal/(gmole °K) 
T-=- temperature in °K 
r2 
•I 
I 
i 
,, I 
1' 
. I:, 
I 
T VERSION ~EB 74 9 
•••• FORMAT CCNTROL SUPPRESSED 
12145 06/18/75 
..... 
PROGRAM ARRIETA(INPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUT) 
:PRINT 1 
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7 1 FORHATf1H ,27X,•THE JOULE THOHSQN COc:FFICIENT AT P:1 ATM, ARE THE 1FOLLCWING""l1H1,31X,• T (OK) U IOC./ATM. > ") 
7 
11 
12 
C 
C 
C 
THE CRITICAL CONSTANTS CF THE CO2 ARt THE FOLLOWING 
· VC=94, 
·re= 3 OL+, 16 
PC=72.B 
THE UNIVERSAL CONSTANT OF THE GASES IS R=82.057 
THE AtENT~IC FACTOR FOR CO2 IS 
H=O, 225 
14 
15 
17 
2r, 
23 
24 
26 
30 
31 
C THE COR~ELATING PARA~ETER FOR THE THIRD VI~IAL COEFFICIENT FCR CO2 O= i.. 25 
FOR RAPIC CALCULATIONS THE FOLLOWING CONSTANTS A~~ DEFINED Ci=TC"R/ FC 
33 
35 
C 
C 
C 
... 
\., 
C 
c2=vc•vc 
C3=H•c1 
P=1, 
T=313, 
00 2 I=1,13 
FOR RAPID CALCULATIO~:S THE FOLLOWINGS CONSTANTS A~E OEFINC:O TR=T.C/T 
F=P/ <R•T > 
CALCULATION aF THE SPECIFIC HEAT FOR CO2 CP=10,34+2,7~E-03•T-1.gg5£t05/(1•T) CONVERSION OF THE UNITS OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT CP 1 = 1, 9 B 7 / ( 8 2. 0 5 7 • CP > 
CALCULATION OF THE SECOND VI~IAL COEFFICIENT 
It 0 
It 6 
51 8 = C 1"' ( 0. 1 t+ i.5-0. 3 3 0 •T ~- 0. i3 8 5,. TR .. •2 - 0 • 0121 •TR•' 3 l ~ C 3 • < 0 , 0 7 3 t O , If 6 • T rt 1-o.so•rR••2-o.og?•TR••J-c.0013~rR••B> ,.. 
v 
113 
CALCULATION OF THE OE~IVATIVE OF THE SECON VI~IAL COEFFICIENT BDERV=(C1/T)*(0,33~TRt0.277•iR••2to.oJ63•T~·'31t(C3/T)•(-0.46'TRtT 1 R • • 2 tO • 2 g 1 • T ~ H· 3 t O , 0 5 8 4 • T R • • 8 > .. 
t., 
.. (., 
IN THE CALCULATION OF iHE THIRD VIRIAL CO~FFICIE~i AND ITS OE~IVA-TIVE THE FOLLOWING CONSTANTS A~E DEFINED 157 
171 
2~ 2 
C 
213 
AC=iXPC1,-1,69/TR"'21 
ac=~.232~rR••n.2s+0,468"'TR••s EC=2 ,49- 2, 3/TRt2, 7 /TR""2 CALCULATION OF THE THIRD VIRIAL COEFFICIENT C=~2·ac•,1.-AC)~C2 4 0/EXP{EC) 
C 
22 3 
CALCULATION OF TH£ DERIVATIVE OF THE THIRD VI~IAL COEFFICIENT CDERV= c2•1-0.053•TG••0.25/T• ... 1.25-2.34•Tc••5/ff·•G)•(1.-AC) tBC• 1AC"3,76•r11c••2t0""(2,3/TC-5,4~T/TC••2)/EXP(ECI 
277 
317 
C CALCULATION 0~ THE JOULE THOMSON COEFFICI:':NT RJOUL=CP1•t-3•T•80E~VtF•(-2,•Ct9''2tT•CGE~V-2,'T•3•9DERV>I PRINT 100,T,~JOUL 
327 
327 
331 
333 
10fl FORMAT<lH ,41X,F6,2,17X,F5.3) 
T=T t 5, 
? CO~TINUE 
ENO 
THE JOULE THOMSON COEFFICIENT 
T CO Kl 
313.00 
318,00 
323.JO 
328. iJO 
333, iJO 
338,00 
343. 0 0 
34 a. oo 
353. O.G 
358.00 
6/18/75 SCOPE J.4.1 P376 LEHIGH 
~5,17,ARRIETA,A2099,•ARRIETA. ft5.2!J.RUNTfS) 
363.00 
36 a. oo 
37 J. 00 
u. 06/18 /75 
~5,26. 20300 OCTAL REQUIRED \5,26, .368 CP SECONDS COMPILATION 
,5,26,LGO. ···· 
~5.28.ENO ARRIETA 
lt:5.,.29,0P Oi3000576 .WO~OS • FILE OUTPUT , DC 40 \iA31~NR. OF NON~STANOARD (DISK) CIO tALLS =19 
.ft.S,."31, S·YSTEH SEC ONOS USED BY THIS JOB = • 7 
AT ~=1 
,2,,,HAXIMUrl 2·,01+:0:0 ,W.ORO.S CK, · · 
•
t,EXECltTION CO.SJ OF THIS JO.a, NOT INCL I/0 .COST, IS i ,,31+ 
, • _1 .. .. , 'L .2, •• 1:-P . . ~1~.r2~ .. ~ ;e,c~-· _ . . .. 
~TM. A~E THE 
U (OC,/ATM,> 
1,026 
,9135 
,945 
,909 
.674 
, 642 
,811 
• 7 82 
.755 
,729 
e7D4 
,681 
.658 
,·;._., 
FOLLOWING 
.-': ·. i 
. •\ I i 1 
f· I 
t ! 
1 1:1" :J 
. I 
' i 
I,: 
Ii 
' ; f 
'' 
. I' 
. I: 
! 
I : 
I , 
. ' ,.,~..,, i' ' 
B(T),B 
B'(T),B' 
C(T),C 
C'(T),C' 
Cp 
E 
F 
H 
K 
mm 
6P1 
b.P2 
Pc 
R 
s 
Ti 
D.T 
Tb 
Tc 
Tr 
Tt 
u 
u 
Ve 
V 
uJ 
! 
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NOMENCLATURE 
- Second Virial Coefficient, Inverse Volume Series 
- Second Virial Coefficient, Pressure Series 
-
' 
- 'lhird. Virial Coefficient, Inverse Volume Series 
- Third Virial Coefficient, Pressure Series 
- Constant Pressure Heat Capacity 
- Electro-Motl ve Force 
- Flow Rate 
- Enthalpy 
Kinetic Energy 
- Millimeter 
- Pressure Drop Across Plug 
- Downstream Gage Pressure 
- Critical Pressure 
- Universal Gas Constant 
- Entropy 
- Upstream Temperature 
- Temperature Difference Across Plug 
- Bath Temperature 
- Critical Temperature 
- True Temperature 
- NBS Table Temperature 
- Internal Energy 
- Joule-Thomson Coefficient 
- Critical Volume 
- Volts 
- Acentric Factor 
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